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Our Mission is to substantially improve people’s mental and 
physical health by creating brilliant technology that combines 
behavioral science, entertainment and peer support. 

Our business delivers innovative solutions for the wellness 
market for issues including diet, fitness, mindfulness and sleep.  
We enter with a completely new, visual approach that engages 
users’ love of stories, personal connections and progress.  We 
offer quantifiable immediate impact experiences that are 
optimized for mobile, with plans for AR, VR and IoT.

The Opportunity: SmartSpark is poised to make a significant 
impact on the $10 Billion off-line self help market, and to be 
used as a compliance and motivation tool in the $232 Billion 
Personalized Medicine market in the US.

Go-To Market Strategy: We have lined up prominent 
wellness bloggers and influencers to drive awareness at launch. 
Viral growth has been an integral part of the product design 
including ability to send friends encouraging or supportive 
SmartSparks.

Revenue Model: SmartSpark will have three revenue streams: 
(1) Freemium model for Consumers (2) B2B Corporate 
Wellness Packages designed to reduce healthcare costs; and (3) 
Partner Programs for wellness centers, trainers, and hospitals to 
extend their relationships and treatments with customers. 

Competition like Happify, Mindful, coach.me, & Noom
Health offer B2C subscriptions & B2B packages. SmartSpark’s
interactive video, social approach sets us apart. We’re like a
Spoonful of Sugar to help healthy changes go down.

SmartSpark testing has shown a 90+% 
success rate at triggering exercise, 
improved eating habits and encouraging 
mindfulness. Initial tests focused on 
women 18-49 from diverse markets in 
the US, and all testers have signed up to 
receive additional SmartSparks.

Founded: 05/15 
Funding: SmarkSpark is seeking seed financing to bring its 
product to market
Contact: Ariel McNichol, 323.309.0337 
Location: Los Angeles, CA

Ariel McNichol,  Founder & CEO, began as a Designer 
& Creative Director for companies like Apple, Disney, 
& Scientific Learning. She co-founded multiple start-ups 
including mEgo.com. Engineer Oliver Eberle has built 
platforms for NBC Universal & multiple exited start-ups.  
Delaney Bishop is an award winning filmmaker w/dozens of 
viral videos hits for brands such as Chevy & Tom Ford.  Sean 
Young, PhD. MS, Stanford trained, UCLA professor, advisor, 
is a leading Behavioral Psychologist focusing on technology and 
behavior change.

Our patent-pending technology enables 
people to use their handsets to identify 
and capture literal creative visualizations 
that are then combined with proprietary 
content and videos from friends to create 
time, device and/or geo sensitive visual 
nudges called “SmartSparks”.  Every 
SmartSpark is a unique personalized 
video. We layer this in with progress 
tracking, rewards and evolving narrative 
visuals.  

Since visuals are processed 60k faster 
than text, let us show you some examples.
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Personalized simulated video of a heart attack & repercussions 
on family results in significant long-term smoking cessation. 
http://www.ajconline.org/article/S0002-9149(10)00604-1/abstract

To help alcoholics drink less, this game has them practice 
pushing away drinks.   http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/
articles/217954.php
 
To provoke action, wrap facts into a story.  
http://rethinked.org/?p=7069
 
Sport psychologists enhance performance with visualization:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/7886355

Imagine that your smart-fridge knows just what images to show you to keep 
you on track with your diet.  Or a VR experience that motivates you to 
go to the gym.  SmartSpark understands what user imagery and narrative 
structures work best to inspire. 

Build muscles through imaginary workouts and more data 
about visualization.  https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/
flourish/200912/seeing-is-believing-the-power-visualization

Watching an avatar of yourself exercise and choose healthy 
foods makes you do more of the same in the real world. 
http://health.usnews.com/health-news/blogs/eat-run/2013/01/11/need-
fitness-motivation-theres-an-avatar-for-that

Triggering a feeling of awe reduces inflammation. 
http://qz.com/371985/the-goosebumps-test-science-has-found-the-
emotion-you-need-to-stay-healthy/

Scientific Inspiration: 
Why SmartSpark tests are already working

The SmartSpark Cycle
Our User

+ +

Friends & Family SmartSpark

At chosen time, location &/or 
device the SmartSpark comes to 
trigger desired behavior. 
It’s always new.

Users see their progress 
and add new visuals to 
their unfolding story.

SmartSparks are generated by combining
user, friend and proprietary video/imagery that 
changes over time so user sees her way to success.

Smartspark’s app uses motivational 
interviewing to help her de�ne 
bad/good habits, goals, etc.

From any device, Facebook, Instagram, &/or
Snapchat, peers send supportive video
messages to the system.

�e app makes it fun to capture
sel�e videos & images of her 
creative visualization.

*  Friends can send supportive SmartSparks
to a non-user. 

**Users are not required to have peer support.

The Horizon: Personalized Motivational 
Content Platform for IoT, VR and AR
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We’re translating compelling behavioral science used in addiction medicine, sports psychology and 
behavioral economics into user friendly, social experiences that fit into people’s everday lives. The studies 
below speak to how much power we bring to our users.
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